TE-5.5S-MD
50HZ TRIM CURVES
(MOTOR: 1PH, 50HZ, .375HP, .24KW)
(MOTOR: 3PH, 50HZ, .375HP, .24KW)

SPECIFIC GRAVITY CHART
SP.GR. SUGGESTED TRIM SIZE
1.0-1.3-----3.180 IMP. DIA. FULL SIZE
1.0-1.5-----3.062 IMP. DIA.
1.0-1.7-----2.937 IMP. DIA.
1.0-1.9-----2.812 IMP. DIA.
1.0-2.0-----2.687 IMP. DIA.
TE-5.5S-MD
TRIM IMPELLER 2.937 DIA.
1PH, 3PH 50HZ

L.P.M.

METERS

HEAD

FEET

H.P.

G.P.M.